If comparative scores mean anything, it is apparent that the Thanksgiving football game was an exciting contest. Many Experiences Drawn From Haverford Bach Urge College Students to Join Association. In "The Silver Chalice" Marcus Millard Masson's Initial appears. Temporary President Leonard Gil Nares, Chairman of the Freshman Committee, stated that the team was not very good and was not very exciting. In the opinion of many of the junior members, the Silver Chalicer was slightly more exciting. The team was able to beat out the competition for about six of the ten minutes. It is expected that he will be fully re-inforced to face the University of Pennsylvania in the ensuing ten days' time.

Several cycles of pictures and a few sketches by J. C. Cullen will feature in the coming week. On Tuesday evening, November 15, in the Haverford High auditorium, according to the announcement of Leonard C. Bell, Jr., President of the class. The committee, composed of James L. Frick, Chairman, Howard D. Susman, Artie W. Nix, and Charles B. Thomas, had been working hard to make the affair a success. The committee members believe that this will be a very exciting contest. It is expected that the people of the town will come forward to the football game in large numbers to support the home team.

A leader of business men on fronting the yearlings, the gathering was to be held in the auditorium. The sale of tickets is being held at 9 P.M. tonight in the Auditorium.

A leader of business men and the first term of the Freshman class by tomorrow. The sale of tickets is being held at 9 P.M. tonight in the Auditorium. The sale of tickets is being held at 9 P.M. tonight in the Auditorium. The sale of tickets is being held at 9 P.M. tonight in the Auditorium. The sale of tickets is being held at 9 P.M. tonight in the Auditorium.
Belgian Politics
Van Kalken's Theme

Belgium, the procession of the C. R. R. of New York City, for President Van Kolk's, of Brussels, Belgium, will deliver an address at Houston Hall at 3 o'clock on this morning on the subject of "Belgian Political History.

The session will be followed by the usual salutes and promises to be made in turn.

Professor Van Kolk is a leading so far as his political activities and especially as a political figure of the present century. He will be entertained, while in Chicago, at the home of the Master, Geo. H. Grim, in charge.

The Bartram Pharmacy
S. E. Cor. 33rd & Chestnut Sts.

cordially invites you to visit the remodeled store which is now fully equipped to serve you in every need.

Complete Line of Student Supplies.
Sanitary Light Lunch at Our Fountain

Do You want to Compose?
GAIN A PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE of the SUBJECT FROM

Theory and Composition of Music
by PRESTON WARE OREM
Price: $2.50, Post Card Remittable

This Book may be taken up by any one having an elementary knowledge of Harmony. It teaches:

Modem Making — Harmonizing Melodies
How to Write an Accompaniment — Modulation
Modern Harmony — Musical Form — Schubert

This new book also may be used as a sequel to the immensely successful "Harmony Book for Beginners" by the same author.

Every step is explained thoroughly in plain and colloquial language. All dry and unnecessary terms and definitions are abolished. The whole aim of the book is to teach you—clearly, simply and briefly—and to give the "where and when's.

Admirable for self-study.

THE.
PRESSER & CO.
1714-15 Chestnut St.

Great values ever in loads of them from which you can choose your new fall or winter coat. And when I say choose your new fall or winter coat.

ULSTER'S way—strictly hand tailored, perfect fitting, winter coats of the finest materials and with the warmest fur. And when I say choose your new fall or winter coat.

Bankers Life Insurance Co.
241 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

We have vacancies for a few more agents both full time and part time.

Pennsylvania men desired, both Graduates and Undergraduates.

Call at this office and learn details.
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Suppose Nobody Cared?

Welfare Federation
November 6-21, 1924
There has been talk around the campus for some time about some sort of a monument to honor the Dead. One of the students who attended last Saturday's game was heard to suggest that this monument take the form of a fountain with a figure of a student on a pedestal with a sprouting water coming from the mouth of his horn.

The suggestion is a good one, but where, we ask, is the "sparkling water fountain" to be located?

Another rumor has been issued to the effect that the Cornell cheer leaders are asked to order their new signs for the opening of the season, so that they may be delivered in time to start the competition for the New Year's Day games.

The latest type of campus questionnaires are popular with the University authorities. A Freshman friend was unable to get to his book, however, as none can be purchased at the present time for the Freshman class of 1928.

The crowd do not seem to take the matter seriously, perhaps because the questionnaires are not the type which will make one rich, but they are a novelty for the Freshmen.

In order to correct any false impressions that might have been given by people not connected with the University, we wish to have here to explain that the group of students with the questionnaires in the rear were those of the Alumni every day are not doing field work in a burglary course, but are merely trying to beat the instructor to the bank.

The new library slits in the Wharton Reading Room are the most interesting feature in the Wharton Reading Room.

There have been reports that he arrived in the library one night at 10 o'clock, and after a hard struggle succeeded in filling out every one of them. He was unable to pick his book, however, as none can be purchased at the present time for the Freshman class of 1928.


two years' experience on the Pennsylvanian board and of value for every aspiring member of the Class of 1928.

The necessity for having on a stock of newspapers is explained by the fact that the majority of the members of the upperclassmen group are not in position to receive a chance to get at a newspaper for some time after the first week of classes, but it is said that the board would be willing to purchase them for the price of a newspaper.

The Princeton press is putting in its application for the position of Arthur M. Black, of Philadelphia, to the editorial board.

The Pennsylvanian is now in a position to announce the election of Arthur M. Black, of Philadelphia, to the editorial board.

The necessity for having on a stock of newspapers is explained by the fact that the majority of the members of the upperclassmen group are not in position to receive a chance to get at a newspaper for some time after the first week of classes, but it is said that the board would be willing to purchase them for the price of a newspaper.

The necessity for having on a stock of newspapers is explained by the fact that the majority of the members of the upperclassmen group are not in position to receive a chance to get at a newspaper for some time after the first week of classes, but it is said that the board would be willing to purchase them for the price of a newspaper.
FOR DISCRIMINATING MEN IS THE BASIS OF THIS CLOTHING FOR COLLEGE MEN.

MAKES POSSIBLE THE EXCEPTIONAL VALUES IN OUR TRA STYLED, HIGH QUALITY SUITS AND OVERCOATS FOR MOTRING AND SPORTSWEAR THAN A CENTURY FURRIERS FOR MORE

The Gunther price is an added attraction!

For Raccoon Coats

nothing equals a big, warm, full-furred Raccoon in the open car or the great outdoors.

Raccoon Coats

MASON-HEFLIN COAL CO.
Office and Yard: 10th & Grays Ave.
Bell: Woodland 9160

FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1924

The Campus Delicatessen

"THE PLACE TO EAT"

Rubin & Berman
Tailors and Haberdashers, New Haven, Conn.

displaying at Penn Drug Co.

Today

Trussell
One-Piece All-Leather Covers

Trussell Loose-Leaf Ring Binders have exquisite covers of genuine cowhide that will not wear out Waxed in sizes and styles to fit every need.

Ask any of the dealers listed below to show you the Trussell assortment.

HOLSTON CLUB, 14th & Spruce St.
C. M. GRABO, 3357 Woodland Ave.
E. P. DOLBY & CO., 365 Woodland Ave.
PENN DRUG CO., 365 Woodland Ave.

College Book & Supply Store, 345 Woodland Ave.

The place to eat!
THE PENNSYLVANIAN

Established 1853

THE CORN EXCHANGE BANK
William and Beaver Streets
NEW YORK

Capital and Surplus $23,000,000

Offers its services as a conservative Commercial Bank, Executor, Trustee and in other Fiduciary Capacities

Branches in all Boroughs of Greater New York